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Abstract.
Let C(X) be the ring of continuous real-valued
functions on a compact Hausdorff space X with the sup norm
topology. In the present paper, the closed submodules of the C(X)module C(X) x • • • x C{X) are characterized and a necessary and
sufficient condition for a submodule of C(X) x • •• x C(X) to be
closed and finitely generated is established.

1. Introduction. Let CiX) be the ring of continuous real-valued functions on a compact Hausdorff space X with the sup norm topology where
11/11
=sup{|/(x)| :xeX} for feC(X). Let [C(J)]P denote the cartesian product of CiX) with itself p-times with the product topology which can be

defined by the norm ll/INmaxfll/J, ■■• , ||/J} for /=(/,

• • • , fje

[CiX)]».
[CiX)]1' is a C(A")-module. We are here concerned with two questions :
(1) Which submodules of [C^)]" are closed? Equivalently, what is the
closure of a submodule of [CiX)]v1
(2) Which submodules of [CÍA')]" are closed and finitely generated ?
These questions can be viewed as both generalizations and specializations of previous results.
Questions (1) and (2) are natural generalizations of questions about
ideals in CiX) which arise when/?=l.
It is well known that an ideal in
CiX) is closed if and only if the ideal contains every function in CiX)
which vanishes on the zero set of the ideal [4, Theorem 8, p. 53]. And an
ideal in CiX) is closed and finitely generated if and only if the zero set of
the ideal is an open set in X [2, Theorem 2.1]. However, it is easy to see
that the notion of the zero set of a submodule is inappropriate for answering (1) and (2). For example, the proper closed submodule M=

{iffYfeCiX)}

of CiX)xC(X) has no zeros, i.e., for each i, l=/=2,

there is no point x¡eX such that/(x¿)=0
for all if,f2)eM.
Also, questions (1) and (2) are special cases of deeper questions about
submodules of differentiable functions. Malgrange [1, Theorem 1.3, p. 22]
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has established the more difficult characterization of the closed submodules
of differentiable functions by generalizing Whitney's theorem from ideals
to submodules. The answer to (1) in Theorem 2.1 is a special case of
Malgrange's result, although the proof in this case is simplified by the
absence of differentiation. Theorem 3.1, the answer to (2), indicates the
general nature of the results to be expected in the study of closed finitely
generated submodules of differentiable functions. Interest in closed
finitely generated submodules of differentiable functions stems primarily
from their connection by duality with systems of problems of division for
distributions (see [3, Theorem 3.1]).
The author wishes to express his thanks to the referee for providing
several extremely useful comments.

2. Closed submodules of [C(X)f.

Consider a submodule M of [C(X)]V.
We say that fe[C(X)]p ispointwise
in M if for each xeX, f(x)eE(x). The set M of all fe[C(X)]p which are
For each xeX, let E(x) = {f(x):feM}.

pointwise in M is a closed submodule of [C(X)]P containing M. And, in

fact, M is the closure of M.
Theorem 2.1.

Suppose M is a submodule of [C(X)]V. Then cl(M) = M.

Proof.
Clearly cl(M)<= M. Suppose feM and consider £>0. We show
that there existsgeM such that ||/— g\\<s. Since/is pointwise in M, for
each xeA' there exists gxeM such that/(x)=^a.(x).
Adopting the notation

|A(x)|=max{|/!l(x)|,---,|/iî)(x)|}

for h=Qi1, ■■■, hp)e[C(X)]», we find

that for each xeX there exists an open neighborhood Nx of x such that
\f(y)—gxiy)\<s for allyeNx. Since A'is compact, there exist finitely many
of these open neighborhoods,
say {N{}lfiiSr, associated with {^Jiá¿Sn,
which cover X. Let {cni}lsi&n be a partition of unity subordinate to the
covering {./VJigig« and let £=22-ia¿£iThen geM and, moreover,

\\f-g\\ <s. For if XEA",then

l/M - g(x)\^ Î a/x) |/(x) - gi(x)\< 2 aix> = e
¿=i
¿=i
since if a,(x)?£0, then xeN¡ so |/(x)— £,(x)|<£. Hence \\f—g\\<e
therefore fecl(M). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

and

Corollary 2.1. M is a closed submodule of [C(X)]V if and only if
feM for all fe[C{X)]p whichare pointwise in M.
3. Closed finitely generated submodules of [C(Ar)]p. Consider

a sub-

module M of [C(X)]p. For O^k^p,
let Rk={xeX:dim{E(x))=k}.
In
order that M be closed and finitely generated, it is necessary and sufficient
that each Ry be open.
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Theorem 3.1.

A submodule M of [CiX)]p is closed and finitely generated

if and only if Rk is an open set in Xfor O^k^p.
Proof.
Necessity. Suppose that M is a closed finitely generated submodule of [CiX)]», say M={glf1+- ■■+gaf„:g1, ■• ■,gqeC(X)} where

f=ifl3, ■■■,fV])e[CiX)Y for l£j£q.
Let F denote the pxq matrix
(/ü)iS¿sj>,iSjsí- Then F: [CiX)]"^[CiX)]p by matrix multiplication with
im(F)=M and Rk={xeX:rankiFix))=k}
for 0=/c=/>. For 0=A:=/>,
let 5A.={xeA':rank(F(x))=rV}.

Clearly each Sk is an open set in X and

S^S^forl^k^p.
To show that each Rk is open, it suffices to show that Sk is closed for
1_/:_/? since Rk=Sk—Sk+l for 0_fc</>. And to show that Sk is closed in
A'for l_rC^/>, we prove by induction for l^k^p
the property Pik) which
states that there exists a constant C¿.>0 such that the maximum of the
absolute values of the determinants of the kxk submatrices of F(x) is
greater than or equal to Ck for all xeSk. Clearly this implies that Sk is a
closed set in X for 1_£_/>.
Since F is a continuous linear mapping of the Banach space [C(A')]3
onto the Banach space A/=im(F), F is an open mapping. Hence there
exists a constant C>0 such that if Äeim(F), then there exists ge[CiX)]Q

with Fig)=h and ||*|| <-C||*||.
To prove P(l), consider xeS,. For simplicity suppose |/n(x)| =
msLx{\fi}ix)\:l<i<p,
l^j_g}.
Then/u(x)#0
since xe5x and therefore
/n is nonzero in an open neighborhood N of x. By Urysohn's lemma, there

exists heCiX) with h'x)=\,
• • • ,/pl////)eim(F)

existsg^iglf

||A||= 1, and supp(/¡)<=N. Then A=(/UA//,

where /=|/u|

+ - • -+|/^|,

and ||A||= 1. Hence there

■■■, gQ)e[CiX)]" with F(g)=h and ||*||<C||Ä|| = C. Thus

fugi + ■■■+ fiagQ= fiih/f
Now |/(x)|</?|/n(x)|

and A(x)=l.

Hence

i/u(*tei(*)i + • • • + i/i0Wgawi ^ iip
so for some/

l^j-¿q,

we have |/ij(x)g,-(x)|^l//rç.

Therefore, for each xeS1, \fiJix)\'^.\/pqC

1^j^q,

Thus

for some i and j, l^i^p,

which proves P(l).

To prove that Pik) implies Pik + \) where 1_&</>, assume P(Â:) and
consider xeSk+1. Then xeSk so the absolute value of the determinant of
some kxk submatrix of F(x) is greater than or equal to Ck, say for
simplicity [det(/,j(x)),â,iJSÎ.|_Ci..
A simple linear dependence argument
establishes that some (A:-f-l)x(A:+l)
submatrix of F(x) containing
(/«(*)XsMá* is nonsingular since xeSk+1.
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Assume for simplicity that |det(/w(x))lsii3SJfc+1| is the maximum of the
absolute values of the determinants of the {k+l)x(k+l)
submatrices of
£(x) containing (/«(x)Xs«.is»- Then (/«)isi.isk+i is nonsingular in an
open neighborhood TVof x. By Urysohn's lemma, there exists heC(X)

with h(x)=l, \\h\\—l and supp(/¡)cN.
For !</"</», let

ffu

■■■ /lk*+i)

/, = det
Jklk+l)

JHk+1)

And for l£i<p,
(hlf • • • , hv)eim(F)

let h—fih/f where /=|/|
and

||A||_T.

Hence there

+ - ■•+ |/„|. Then h=
exists g—(gi,''',ga)s

[C(X)}"with F(g)=k and ||^|| = C||ä|| = C. Thus

/iigi + • • • + fiQg„= h = o

A-igi+ • • • + Aag<,
= K= o
/(*+l)lgl + '

+ Mk+DaSn = ^fc+1= fk+lhlf-

In this system of equations, multiply the fth row by the cofactor of
fnk+i) m (fii)is*.iik+i- Adding the equations thus obtained, we find that
the coefficient of gs for \^j^q
is
(ill

' ' '

Jlk

fu

' ' '

J(k+l)k

Jik+Di'

■

J(k+l)l

Since dj=Q for l£j<k,

we have

dk+igk+i + • • • + dqgq = det(/}.)lái,3St/i+1/i//.

Now |det(/í(x))lsí.JgA:| = Ci, \f(x)\<;p\fk+1(x)\,

and A(x)=l.

K+i(*)&+iWI + • • ■+ \dQ(x)gQ(x)\
= Qp
so for some/

/c-f-l^y^^,

we have \dj(x)gj(x)\'^Ck¡pq.

Thus

1/l^.ix)!= (m/Q)|^.(x)| = (/^/Q) II«||</>?C/Ct.
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Since \d¡ix)\ for k+l^j^q
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is the absolute value of the determinant of a

(Â:+l)x(Â;-fl) submatrix of Fix), Pik+l)

is established.

Sufficiency. Suppose that for 0_/c^p,
Rk is open in X. We prove that
M is closed and finitely generated by showing that for O^k^p,
there

exists a finite subet of M which generates Ñ in Rk. In R0, this is clearly the
case.
Consider Rk where l_&^/>. For each xeRk, there exists/i, • • • ,fkeM
where/ = (/,, • • • ,/,,) for l^j_rc
such that some kxk submatrix of
(/¿iXsiáJMSJSfc *s nonsingular in a neighborhood of x. Since Ä,. is compact, we obtain a finite open covering of Rk consisting of subsets of Rk in

this fashion.
Consider a member of this finite open covering, say N associated with
fi>" ' ,/fceM where for simplicity we suppose that (/„)läi,,gÄ. is nonsingular
in N. Then/j, ■• • ,ft generate M in 7Y.For suppose h=Qi1, • • ■, hv)eM.
Then the system of equations

ffiigi + ■■•+fikgk = V

fkigi + - " " +fkkgk = hk
can be uniquely solved in TVfor functions gt, • • •, gkeCiN). We claim that
gx/i-f-- ■'+gkfk~n m N since f°r !='=/'> we have

7u

••• /u

Jkl

Jkk

K- Í%gifu)-dot I

I ¡totJt¡h.*tjA
Jil

' ''

hk

Jik

in 7Y.Now for all xeN,f^x),
• • ■,fkix) form a basis for £(x) and hence
A(x)e£(x) is linearly dependent on/(x), • • • ,fkix) for all xeiV. Thus

fu(x)
det

■■■ fikix) hix)

.
/*i(x)

=0
• ' - fkk(x) h(x)

fa(x) ■• ■ fofa) hfix)
for all xeA and l=/'_/> and therefore gi/i+-

• ■+gkfk=h in N.
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Suppose the finite open covering of Rk is {N¡}ísian associated with
l/i >- - - ,A'lisisn- Then for 1iS/fg«, the functions//, • • • ,fkeM generate
M in Rk. For consider heM. Then for l_/^n,
there exists g\, • • ■, g'ke
C(N{) with g[fl + - ■-+g*fk—h in Nt. Let {a¿}lsíSn be a partition of unitysubordinate to the covering {N(}laiän with supp(a¿)<=/V¿ for 1^/5?«.
Extending each g) from supp(a¿) to g)'eC(Rk) by the Tietze extension
theorem, we have
n

n

2 «igí/í+ ••• + oiaZfi= 2 «i*= a
t=l

in 7^.

¿=1

Corollary
3.1. IfXis connected, a submodule M of [C(X)]P is closed
and finitely generated if and only z/dim(£(x)) is constant for xeX.
Corollary
3.2. An ideal I in C(X) is closed and finitely generated if
and only if Z(I) = {xeX: /(x)=0 for all fel} is an open set in X.

Proof.

Immediate from Theorem 3.1 since £0=Z(7).
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